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•  Simplicity 
 Less numbers of protocols to operate & troubleshoot 
 Less numbers of protocol interactions to deal with 
 Deliver automated FRR for any topology 

•  Scale 
 Avoid thousands of labels in LDP database  
 Avoid thousands of MPLS Traffic Engineering LSP’s in the network 
 Avoid thousands of tunnels to configure 

•  Leverage all services supported over MPLS today (L3/L2 VPN, TE, IPv6) 
 Requires evolution and not revolution  

•  Bring the network closer to the applications 

•  IPv6 data plane a must, and should share parity with MPLS 
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•  Forwarding state (segment) is established by IGP (ISIS or OSPF) 
 LDP and RSVP-TE are not required 
 Agnostic to forwarding dataplane: MPLS or IPv6 

•  MPLS Dataplane is leveraged without any modification 
 segment = label 
 push, swap and pop: all what we need 

•  Source Routing 
Source computes the path and then encodes path as a label or stack of segments 

•  Architecturally designed to be Integrated with application 

•  Provide optimum scalability, resiliency, simplicity and virtualization 

The State is No Longer in the Network, But In the Packet! 
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•  Simple extension to IS-IS or OSPF, automatically builds and maintains Segments 
Nodal Segment – A Shortest path to the related node 
Adjacency Segment – One hop through the related adjacency 

•  Excellent Scale: a node installs N+A FIB entries 
 N = nodal segments; A = adjacency segments 
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•  Node Z advertises its node segment (loopback 0) 
 For ISIS, its just a simple ISIS sub-TLV extension 

•  All remote nodes install the node segment to Z in the MPLS dataplane 
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•  Node C allocates a local label for CO link segment 

•  C advertises the adjacency label in IGP 
 e.g. for ISIS, it’s a simple sub-TLV extension 

•  C is the only node to install the adjacency segment in MPLS dataplane (FIB) 
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•  Source routing along any explicit path 
 Stack of “adjacency segment” labels 

•  Segment Routing provides entire path control 
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•  Source Routing along with the explicit path, stack of nodal and adjacency segments 

•  Any explicit path can be expressed: e.g. ABCOPZ 
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•  The network is simple, can respond to rapid changes and is 
programmable 

 perfect support for centralized optimization efficiency, if required 

2G of BW from A to Z please 

Link CD is full, I cannot use the shortest-path 
65 straight to Z 
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65 
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NB API’s to Applications 
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Path ABCOPZ is ok. I account the BW.  
Then I steer the traffic on this path 

FULL 
66 

65 

9003 

Tunnel AZ onto   
{66, 9003, 65}  

Central Path 
Computation / 

Optimization (PCE) 

•  The network is simple, can respond to rapid changes and is programmable 

•  The Central Path Computation and Optimization system (PCE) may have Northbound API’s through which 
applications can make requests (such as BW 2G from A to Z with max latency of “X” milliseconds) 

•  The router nodes in the network needs to have Programmatic interfaces such as PCEP or I2RS to facilitate 
southbound programming of the network by the PCE system to reflect changes  

NB API’s to Applications 
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9001 9002 9003 9004 9001 9002 9003 9004 

101 (Nodal Segment to E) 109 (Nodal Segment to Z) 

•  SR can express deterministic non-ECMP path as a list of adjacency segments 
A specific non-ECMP path i.e. ABCDEFGHZ can be expressed by by a label stack {9001, 9002, 9003, 
9004, 9001, 9002, 9003, 9004}  

•  The label stack can be compressed by following –   
The use of nodal segment of E as 101 and Z as 109, the same path can be expressed as {101, 109} 
Use of Forwarding Adjacency between node B and H with explicit path BCDEFGH and Adjacency 
Segment ID of 9007, the same path can be expressed as {9001, 9007, 9004} 

9007 (Forwarding Adjacency Segment ID, on explicit path BCDEFGH) 
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A B C Z 
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•  A SR head-end router can map the result of its distributed CSPF computation into an SR segment list 

•  The operator configures a policy on A  Z destined traffic must avoid SRLG1. SRLG1 is link BC 

•  The SRLG get flooded in the link state IGP. A may implement the policy like the following way –  
Prunes the links affected by the SRLG1, computes an SPF on the rest topology and picks one SPF paths, say ABDCZ  

Translates the path as a list of segments – so ABDCZ can be expressed as two nodal segments {104, 109} 
It monitors the status of the LSDB and upon any change impacting the policy, it either re-computes a path meeting the 
policy or update its translation as a list of segments 
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•  Leverages the IP FRR framework 

•  IP-based FRR is guaranteed in any topology 
draft-bryant-ipfrr-tunnels-03.txt 

•  Directed LFA (DLFA) is guaranteed when metrics 
are symmetric 

•  No extra computation (RLFA) 

•  Simple repair stack 
 node segment to P node 
 adjacency segment from P to Q 

Backbone 

C1 C2 

E1 E4 

E3 E2 

1000 

Node segment  
to P node 

Adj segment  
to Q node 
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Classic IP/MPLS Segment Routing 

Control Plane 
(Infrastructure) 

IGP (IS-IS / OSPF) 
LDP 

RSVP-TE 
PCE 

 
+ other knobs such as 

 
IGP-LDP synchronization, 

LDPoRSVP etc. 

IGP (IS-IS / OSPF) with simple 
extensions added 
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Control Plane  
(Services) 

MP-BGP (L3VPN) 
T-LDP (L2VPN) 

MP-BGP (L3VPN) 
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Data Plane MPLS Data Plane MPLS Data Plane 
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•  Transport of MPLS Services – L3VPN, L2VPN 

•  Efficient packet networks leverage ECMP-aware shortest-path! 
 node segment! 

•  Simplicity - Less protocol(s) to operate, no complex protocol interaction such as LDP – 
ISIS synchronization to troubleshoot 
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•  SR router scales much more than with RSVP-TE 
 The state is not in the router but in the packet 
 Node + Adj vs. Node^2 

•  No requirement of RSVP-TE protocol 
And knobs such as LDPoRSVP etc. 
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•  Each pop has two core routers 
 a blue one and a red one 
 typically in different building/locations 
 

•  The blue routers are interconnected and form the blue plane 
 the red routers are interconnected and form the red plane 

•  The grey links between blue and red routers have bad metric 
 once a packet is within a plane, it reaches its destination without leaving the plane (except if the plane is 
partitioned) 
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•  A sends traffic with [65] 
Classic ECMP “a la IP” 

•  A sends traffic with [111, 65] 
-  All the blue routers advertise the same anycast 

loopback (1.1.1.1/32) with the same anycast 
nodal segment 11 

-  Packets get attracted in blue plane and then use 
classic ECMP  

SR avoids state in the core 
SR avoids enumerating RSVP-TE 

tunnels for each ECMP paths 
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•  Each engineered application flow is mapped on a path 
 A lager operator may require millions of such paths 

•  A path is expressed as an ordered list of segments 

•  The network maintains segments 
 Typically around thousands of segments 
 Completely independent of application size/frequency & flow scale 

•  Excellent scaling and virtualization 
 The application state is no longer within the router but within the packet 

Millions of 
Applications 

flows 

A path is 
mapped on a 

list of 
segments 

The network 
only maintains 

segments 
No application 

state 
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•  Simple to deploy and operate 
 Leverage MPLS services & hardware 
 straightforward ISIS/OSPF extension, no need of LDP & RSVP-TE 

•  Provide optimum scalability, resiliency, simplicity and virtualization 

•  Integration with application through central optimization/PCE system 

•  IETF standardization effort going on – you are welcome to join & contribute! 

•  Early EFT Code available for demo 

•  Stay tuned! 

The State is No Longer in the Network, But in the Packet! 


